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Summary

Blockchain is collectively maintaining the database in a decentralized manner.In
essence, blockchain is the underlying technology of Internet protocol. Instead of
relying on third parties, it communicates and stores data through distributed
technology. It has the following characteristics: decentralization, to trust
intermediary, collective maintenance, and cannot be tampered with.At present, a
lot of research has been conducted on blockchain in the international scope, and
has made many achievements, especially with many applications in the financial
field.As an important part of the financial market, payment has also been
influenced and innovated by blockchain technology.
The existing payment system follows the model since the 16th century, and
after centuries of evolution, its nature and operation mechanism have not been
fundamentally changed.In this model, there must be an authoritative central
authority as a central node.Fund transfer between different banks must rely on a
central clearing institution. This process takes a lot of time and cost, which affects
the efficiency of payment and liquidation, and also increases the cost burden.In
general, the impact of blockchain technology on the existing payment and clearing
system is mainly summarized into the following points.
(1) Impact on the payment and settlement system of the Central Bank. Since
the blockchain technology itself has the characteristics of decentralization and
trustless intermediary, the use of blockchain technology can change the
"centralization" and "intermediation" characteristics of the existing payment system.
It has a positive impact on the centralized clearing and payment system of the
center.
(2) Impact on the SWIFT system. The birth of the Association for Global
Interbank Financial Telecommunications (SWIFT) provides banks with safe, reliable,
and fast settlement services, but they need to charge fees. The payment system
based on blockchain technology has the characteristics of decentralization and
trustless intermediary. There are no intermediate nodes and no transfer fees are
charged. At the same time, it operates 24 hours a day and is not affected by factors
such as holidays, and there will be no capital delays.
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The emergence of Bitcoin allows people to see the advantages of blockchain
technology in terms of asset security and convenient payment. Major economies
have begun to study digital currencies and payment methods based on blockchain
technology. Digital currency has the advantages of high liquidity, high cost of
counterfeiting, low production cost, decentralization, fairness and transparency of
accounts, and high cost of additional issuance. Blockchain technology is also
considered to be the core technology for building the next generation of value
Internet. The development of blockchain also led to the rise of Distributed Ledger
Technology.
Therefore, the South Korean CMPY Ecological Development Foundation
proposed the CyMon Pay payment solution to expand the technological and
application boundaries of blockchain technology in the payment field, so that
ordinary Internet users can feel the value of blockchain technology and share the
benefits of technological development. dividend.
The underlying technology of the CyMon Pay blockchain has been innovatively
applied to achieve point-to-point value transfer, and based on the value
characteristics of the underlying communication of the blockchain 4.0, a support
for e-commerce, Internet of Things, supply chain, cross-border clearing and
settlement, etc. Decentralized payment application development platform (DAPP
Platform).
CyMon Pay has compatibility principles, modular design strategies, security
strategies and ease of use strategies. In terms of compliance, it meets the
regulatory needs of different industries. In the CyMon Pay system, in terms of the
consensus mechanism, considering the degree of decentralization, practicality, and
technical reliability, we will implement distributed networks, Ledgers, consensus,
gateways, and distributed transactions based on efficient consensus mechanisms
and smart contracts. , Multi-currency transactions, wallets, payments, digital asset
issuance and other basic functions, so that the smart contract of the blockchain is
more landing and more in line with business rules, building a bridge from the real
world to the blockchain world, and providing better financial services support.
Finally, CyMon Pay will work with third-party developers to support DAPP
applications and mobile smart contract services from the technical architecture. We
encourage third-party developers to join us to build the whole process of
blockchain services and jointly promote the implementation of blockchain
technology.
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Chapter I Background of Project Birth
1.1 Blockchain development process

Blockchain technology originated in the groundbreaking paper "Bitcoin: a
peer-to-peer electronic cash system", published in 2008 by scholars alias Satoshi
Nakamoto (2008).In a narrow sense, blockchain is a chain-tamper-stable and
unfalsifiable distributed ledger that combines data blocks in a chronological
manner.
Broadly speaking, blockchain technology is a blockchain data structure to verify
and store data, using distributed node consensus algorithm to generate and
update data, using cryptography to ensure the security of data transmission and
access, using intelligent contracts composed of automated script code to program
and operate data of a new distributed infrastructure and computing paradigm.
At present, blockchain technology is called by many large institutions as a
major breakthrough technology that completely changes the way business and
even institutions operate.The technical foundation of blockchain is distributed
network architecture. It is because of the maturity of distributed network
technology, that the decentralized, weak center, decentralization, sharing,
consensus and business structure can be effectively established.
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Today's blockchain technology has undergone several iterations:
Blockchain 1.0-digital currency In early 2009, the Bitcoin network was officially
launched. As a virtual currency system, the total amount of Bitcoin is limited by the
network consensus protocol, and no individual or institution can modify the supply
and transaction records in it at will. The underlying technology that supports the
operation of Bitcoin-the blockchain is actually an extremely ingenious distributed
shared ledger and peer-to-peer value transmission technology, and the potential
impact on finance and various industries may even be as good as double-entry
bookkeeping. Invention.
Blockchain 2.0-smart contracts around 2014, the industry began to recognize
the important application value of blockchain technology, trying to create a shared
technology platform and provide developers with BaaS (Blockchain as a service)
services,

greatly

improving

Transaction

speed

greatly

reduces

resource

consumption and supports multiple consensus algorithms such as PoW, PoS and
DPoS.
Blockchain 3.0-After the extension of blockchain applications in 2015, with the
rise of blockchain 3.0 technologies based on DAG data structures such as Byteball
and IOTA, the blockchain system is more efficient, scalable, and interoperable than
before , And has a better user experience, and its applications are further extended
to a wider range of applications such as health care, IP copyright, education,
Internet of Things, sharing economy, communications, social management, charity
and public welfare, culture and entertainment.
Blockchain 4.0-perfect ecosystem. Blockchain 4.0 technology based on the
HashNet data structure has gradually attracted the attention of the industry. The
consensus algorithm based on this data structure can achieve a qualitative leap in
transaction throughput and scalability, thereby Further support the blockchain as
the infrastructure of a certain industry and form a complete ecosystem based on
the blockchain, which will extensively and profoundly change people's lifestyles.
With the improvement of people's awareness of the scope and availability of
blockchain technology, people have carried out the research and development and
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implementation of the underlying core technology of the blockchain, on-chain
applications and scenarios with great enthusiasm. The research and exploration of
blockchain technology are mainly concentrated on three levels: one is the
underlying technology and infrastructure layer, which mainly includes basic
protocols and blockchain-related hardware content. The second is the general
application and technology expansion layer: provides services and interfaces and
related technical services for the vertical application layer of the industry. The
services provided include smart contracts, fast calculations, mining services,
information security, data services, BaaS, solutions, anti-counterfeiting traceability
Wait. The third is the vertical industry application layer: implemented in vertical
fields such as finance, digital currency, entertainment, supply chain, medical care,
law, energy, public welfare, social networking, the Internet of Things, and
agriculture.
At present, people have invested great enthusiasm in the development and
application of blockchain technology. Among the teams engaged in blockchain
research and development, the team engaged in the research of the underlying
technology of the blockchain accounts for about 20%. The chain is used in various
practical application scenarios and vertical industries to account for 80% of the
teams. Compared with the application layer, the underlying protocol can create
Token market value, and it also decentralizes the traditional Internet model of
application layer data centralization. Under the blockchain system, the application
layer project itself becomes a complete service provider and no longer has the
value of user traffic and data. The value of these personal data is dispersed to users,
and the underlying protocol will be more valuable than the application layer.

1.2 Overview of the global payment markets

Payment transactions are the basis of social and economic activities, whose
functions are mainly undertaken by banks, and are supervised by central banks and
China Banking and Insurance Regulatory Commission.With the iterative update of
information technology, mobile payment scenarios and offline payment high
frequency, payment settlement scenarios and terminal demand rapid growth, the
banking system has become more and more difficult to meet the growing demand
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for payment, third-party payment by undertaking a large number of small high
frequency payment settlement demand, and traditional financial institutions large
low frequency settlement business complementary relationship, to provide
customers with more convenient and personalized payment services.
At present, the third-party payment market has become the most mature
industry in Internet finance, and is widely used as a basic service. Payment is an
important residence node of information flow and capital flow in trading activities.
Controlling payment means mastering the traffic entry. For Internet enterprises,
traffic brings users, data and capital flow, which is the core competitiveness of the
era of Internet of Things. For blockchain enterprises, the import of traffic is the
active application scene of cryptocurrency application, and in the early stage of
blockchain development, mastering the payment terminal means mastering the
channel entry.

The emergence of blockchain technology, for millions of millions of huge
impact on payment industry, network payment, payment of mobile terminal and
smaller and more high frequency M2M(machine to machine) payment theory and
time is focusing on the centralized network payment, payment means based on
blockchain technology has become the hot spot and focus of the current research.
With the continuous development of information technology, mobile
payments have penetrated into various areas of life and become a major change of
transforming social consumption behavior.At the same time, artificial intelligence,
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material recognition technology, blockchain technology and so on are also
gradually being applied in the field of payment, and mobile payment will be more
secure and intelligent in the future.
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1.3 Payment industry pain points and blockchain
applications

In the face of traditional financial institutions, third-party payment platforms
have obvious advantages, which originally only replaced a small number of bank
payment and settlement functions. The outsourcing of small, high-frequency and
scattered payment and settlement business to third-party institutions obviously
reduces the cost of banks, and banks still hold the market share of most of the
payment

business.The

upgrading

and

popularization

of

communication

technology and Internet technology enable third-party payment institutions to
cover the long-tail market at a low cost, in addition to its own advantages and rich
scene applications, which quickly accumulates customer groups. Such a
development trend also leads to the prominent problem of third-party payment
platforms.
1) Common problems of bank cross-border payment
As cross-border payments become more frequent, the shortcomings of banks'
cross-border payments have become increasingly obvious. In cross-border
payment, due to the barriers in the accounting systems of different institutions, the
cross-border payment can only be completed after the banks of both parties have
established contact. Even today, when the Internet is extremely developed,
intermediaries such as banks, third-party payment platforms, and custodians
cannot be bypassed for cross-border payments, resulting in cumbersome
cross-border payment procedures, high costs, and poor timeliness.
2) User privacy and data confirmation issues
After the third-party payment institution has accumulated a large number of
transaction details linked to actual consumption, through the analysis and mining
of these data, it can grasp the customer's consumption ability, consumption habits
and other information, and use it for precise wins, customer management, etc. Field:
Based on transaction records, third-party payment institutions have also
established a credit investigation system to provide customers with personalized
credit services; and directly connected fund demanders and providers, completing
the closed-loop investment and financing business. However, for each user’s
transaction scenario, transaction data records and unlimited use, such as personal
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shopping records, travel records, living conditions, social conditions, mobile phone
confidence acquisition and other information will be obtained by centralized
institutions, and through Data analysis leads to the loss of user rights through
algorithm recommendation, precision marketing and use without the user ’s
knowledge or consent.
3) Payment security issues and single point of failure risk
In the transmission pull payment, the user provides the personal bank account
number and personal information to the merchant, and the merchant saves the
user's personal bank account information in the process and uses the transaction
information to complete the request to the payment platform. In pull payment, the
user's bank account number and transaction information accumulated by the
merchants can easily become the target of hackers and criminals to attack and
steal.
Although in Apple pay and Google pay encryption technology has been used
to protect the information security of bank cards, by adding the bank card to the
application to generate a virtual account, the user does not need to provide
personal information to the merchant. However, this technology cannot Avoid the
risk of a single point of failure. Once the transaction data of the third-party platform
is successfully stolen, it will cause great harm.
Through blockchain technology, the payment amount can be sent directly to
the merchant without passing personal private information to the merchant; the
blockchain encryption technology can ensure the correctness of the data source
and protect the data from being transmitted during transmission. Human
interception; it can verify and record the final state of its transaction through a
distributed network, and the non-tamperable and decentralized data storage
method of the blockchain also makes it the best carrier for data recording, thereby
improving the overall transaction network safety.
4) The existence of third-party payment intermediaries leads to high
transaction commissions
Since

the

current

third-party

payment

involves

multiple

transaction

participants, taking the bank card acquiring business as an example, the traditional
credit card and debit card transaction merchant has 3% for each transaction, and
the distribution of transaction fees follows 70% and 20%. % And 10%, of which 70%
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is owned by the issuing bank, 20% is owned by the acquirer, and 10% is owned by
UnionPay. It is much higher than the almost negligible blockchain technology
payment system fee.
Even in terms of mobile payment, the existence of third-party payment
platforms and market oligopoly have improved transaction efficiency on the basis
of the traditional financial industry, but the increase in payment links has led to
higher transaction costs. Cross-border B2B payment and cross-border P2P
payment and other traditional banking payment scenarios, according to McKinsey's
calculations, the application of blockchain technology can bring cost savings of
more than 50 billion U.S. dollars, and cross-border payment to the account time
from 2-3 Days are shortened to minutes or even seconds.
Through the use of blockchain technology, it is possible to achieve
point-to-point real-time transactions and improve transaction efficiency, thereby
making the central node or clearing institution redundant, helping merchants save
80%-90% of transaction costs, and due to the authenticity of transaction data It is
verified by the nodes of the entire network and cannot be tampered with, so it can
eliminate the necessity of transaction intermediaries and reduce transaction costs.
In addition to the advantages listed above, the combination of blockchain
technology can also make payment methods more fragmented. Payment methods
based on blockchain technology have lower fixed fee costs, so online and offline
payment scenarios are gradually enriched. Under the future trend, it will meet the
increasingly flexible payment needs of users.
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1.4 The birth of the CyMon Pay

Comparing the development path of Internet technology, we found that
whether it is blockchain technology, digital payment itself, or applications based on
blockchain technology and 5G technology, there are many directions worth
exploring in the early stage of the industry. Therefore, we hope to build a
brand-new blockchain payment ecosystem as an optional Internet value transfer
protocol in the future world, and push the ease of use of the entire blockchain
industry one step further.
In response to the current pain points and challenges in the payment field,
CyMon Pay has carried out a series of innovations in technology and concepts,
providing a complete blockchain + e-commerce application payment solution,
making CyMon Pay expected to become a blockchain world and A bridge to the
real business world.
CyMon Pay expects to expand the application and technical boundaries of
blockchain and payment systems, so that ordinary Internet users can feel the value
of blockchain technology, and build a new ecosystem of developers and users
based on blockchain + payment technology system.
The goal of CyMon Pay is to build a blockchain + advanced technology
payment bottom system, which mainly includes:
—It is to build the underlying basic payment platform of the CyMon Pay
blockchain to provide blockchain support services for the digital economy;
The second is to provide industry application solutions of blockchain +
e-commerce. The third party can formulate a reasonable blockchain application
model based on the actual situation of each industry;
The third is to build a CyMon Pay ecosystem, integrate payment industry assets,
and realize industry-finance docking services.
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Chapter II CyMon Pay Project Overview
2.1 CyMon Pay profile

CyMon Pay (CMPY), a new generation of blockchain 4.0-based blockchain
payment platform initiated by the CMPY Ecological Development Foundation of
Korea.As an online payment system with the support of blockchain foundation,
with the support of BSC public chain, CyMon Pay will provide a blockchain payment
platform for merchants worldwide for e-commerce, and realize the blockchain
payment, capital liquidation, query statistics and other functions on Internet.At the
same time, it will provide a more convenient online trading tool, a bridge
connecting consumers, businesses and financial institutions.
CyMon Pay will also be committed to building an open, comprehensive
blockchain 4.0 payment ecosystem.It provides different services and products to
both merchants and personal users.Facing merchant users, CyMon Pay offers the
CMPY commercial platform (Commercial platform) that enables one-click access to
CyMon Pay payment and cross-border payment solutions.For individual users,
CyMon Pay provides many features such as mobile DAPP wallet, RSA algorithm
encryption communication module, off-the-counter guarantee transactions,
high-speed transactions and other functions customized for cryptocurrency users.
Thus, the underlying functionality of CyMon Pay blockchain payment include:
1) Assets on the chain and confirmation of rights
CyMon Pay provides full-process services for asset registration and chain
confirmation. The process is completed by the gateway or gateway agent. All the
assets registered by the gateway or the assets registered by the agent need to
obtain the trust of the asset owner, and only trusted parties can trade the same
asset. The registered assets are mainly divided into: currency type assets and
physical type assets.
2) CyMon Pay blockchain wallet
In order to facilitate ordinary users to use the wallet conveniently, the CyMon
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Pay wallet adopts the SPV method, that is, the wallet is accessed through the Web.
The wallet uses the SSL protocol and supports Symantec CA certificates. At the
same time, the wallet can support cold wallets and hot wallets. The CyMon Pay
wallet contains two types of assets: native assets and registered assets, which are
similar in nature to the RMB and various cards in the wallet in real life. Native assets
can be used without any trust, and the assets registered by the gateway must trust
the corresponding assets to exchange value.
3) Blockchain browser
CyMon Pay provides a blockchain browser, which is convenient for ordinary
users to check the amount of any assets connected to CyMon Pay. In order to
ensure the validity of the ledger, the blockchain browser supports linking different
blockchain nodes to query the ledger, and can observe the generation of each
block and each transaction in real time. When entering the corresponding account,
you can query various accounts of the account. Asset balance and all transaction
records.
4) Encrypted communication
The CyMon Pay payment wallet has a built-in encrypted communication
function, based on AES algorithm encryption, and uses the principle of public and
private keys to build an efficient, reliable and secure encrypted communication
service. All information sent by users is encrypted by the AES algorithm to ensure
user data and privacy. The built-in encrypted communication function will provide
absolute privacy communication services for encrypted digital users. Ordinary IM
communication has a central system to manage user accounts, and security issues
depend on reliable or qualified certificates. In this mode, if the certification
authority has certain network hardware between the user server and the target
server, it will be able to carry out targeted man-in-the-middle attacks on seemingly
secure communications at will. Based on the traditional server technology, CyMon
Pay will generate a pair of public key and private key for users. The public key and
private key are generated by the core algorithm and are uniquely corresponding to
ensure data security.
5) E-commerce applications and cross-border payments
CyMon Pay commercial platform (Commercial platform): omni-channel
support, all-platform support, and all-scenario support. For users of e-commerce
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merchants, a traditional payment-level SDK is provided, and a sandbox
environment is provided for testing. The SDK supports traditional web, app, and
offline store access. Provide mobile and PC full payment scenario support,
including IOS, Android, HTML5, meet the needs of merchants in multiple business
scenarios, and provide support for the diversification of user business scenarios.
Merchants can use commercial platforms to accept digital currencies from users all
over the world at zero cost Paid.
Merchants have one-click access to CyMon Pay to make payments. Merchants
all over the world can easily access the SDK provided by CyMon Pay to their own
websites and apps with one click, and can accept cross-border payments from
users all over the world. The full-platform SDK allows merchants to minimize the
time and manpower required to access payment. Only need to pay encrypted
digital currency, you can quickly buy foreign goods, the service provided by CyMon
Pay is real-time and the handling fee is low, and the use of blockchain as a funding
channel can be instant and safe, and merchants can provide it through CyMon Pay
The merchant management back office manages all orders for these payment
channels.

2.2 CyMon Pay ecological Solution

Transactions between traditional centralized institutional systems often require
a trusted third-party institution as a transaction intermediary. These financial
systems use a centralized ledger in the institution to track the circulation of assets.
Therefore, the centralized system obtains the final state of transaction data and
asset data by summarizing the data of all nodes, and synchronizes the partial state
of the ledger to all The parties involved in the transaction. And this is also the
characteristic of the current third-party platform.
As far as the commercial application value of CyMon Pay is concerned, it is
based on the underlying technology of BSC, and through the use of blockchain and
distributed ledger models to replace the centralized payment intermediary
platform

with a

decentralized

ledger, and

operate

together

through a

multi-institutional joint method. , Verification and verification of transaction data
and asset ownership to prevent fraud and presumed operations. Therefore, the
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CyMon Pay payment system is safer, faster and cheaper than the existing
centralized payment system. However, CyMon Pay is not only limited to the
functions of commercial application scenarios, it also has a broader potential
application extension, which will bring a subversive impact on the global blockchain
underlying technology field, payment field and traditional financial industry.
In the CyMon Pay system, the underlying technology of the integration of
blockchain and payment has been innovatively applied, through the blockchain
technology to achieve point-to-point value transfer, and based on the underlying
communication protocol to build a decentralized support for multiple industries
Payment application ecosystem.
In

terms

of

the

consensus

mechanism,

considering

the

degree

of

decentralization, practicality, and technical reliability, based on the Stellar
Consensus Protocol, a distributed network, Ledger, consensus, gateway, distributed
transaction, multi-currency transaction, wallet, payment, Basic functions such as
digital asset issuance make smart contracts more practical and more in line with
business rules, build a bridge from the real world to the blockchain world, and
provide better support for financial services.
Create CyMon Pay e-commerce payment wallet application and issue CMPY
digital assets. At that time, with the support of core technology, CyMon Pay will
provide users around the world with efficient payment channels for all digital
currencies, support the circulation and payment of digital currency assets in all
ecosystems, and settlements based on digital currencies in various countries
around the world. At the same time, platform tokens are the basis for all services on
the platform. All transactions such as receipts and payments, transfers, fiat currency
transactions, deposits, withdrawals, currency voting, crowdfunding, wealth
management, public welfare, games, shopping malls, etc. are all realized by CMPY.
The ecological development process of CyMon Pay payment network
application includes the following five aspects:
• Establish trust-based on the blockchain digital encryption algorithm, establish
a completely decentralized trust foundation;
• Design ecology-based on distributed computer nodes, establish a consensus
mechanism and design an ecological model;
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• Formulate rules-based on smart contracts, formulate rules and rewards and
punishments, and the system automatically executes the rules;
• Issuing tokens-issuing ecological circulation token CMPY through the
blockchain wallet application;
• Start the ecology-CMPY circulation, the CyMon Pay payment network is
connected to various physical applications, and the ecology is started.
In the future, CyMon Pay will also open KPI interfaces and provide open source
community resources to the world, so that more payment platforms and
institutions can develop their own ecosystem based on CyMon Pay technology.
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2.3 CyMon Pay's payment and clearing system
CyMon Pay is committed to becoming the third blockchain payment and
clearing system outside of Bitcoin and Ethereum, expanding the application
boundary and technology boundaries of blockchain technology, so that ordinary
Internet users can feel the value of blockchain payment technology.
1）Grading multiple signatures
The CyMon Pay payment clearing system uses a combination of multiple
signatures to control the payment rights of the wallet. A private key of multiple
signatures can be mastered by the hosting institution, and the wallet addresses
with different privileges (large or small) require different degrees of identity
authentication. A blacklist or suspicious list can be established through the big data
or complaint and reporting system, and payment can be made without multiple
signatures for the trusted white list.
According to the application amount of the wallet, it can require different
degrees of authentication to use. Banks and non-bank financial institutions can
conduct strong authentication to users face to face, while video voice can be used
as weak authentication, and video records can be used as continuous
authentication.
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2）No intermediary participation is required
In traditional supply chain operations, we tend to introduce third-party
platforms in order to solve trust problems.But also we need to pay the platform the
corresponding fee, which is called the trust cost.However, blockchain does not need
intermediary participation. The distributed ledger to solve the problem of trust also
greatly reduces the cost of enterprises invested in trust.
The CyMon Pay payment and clearing system will become a brand new value
carrier of digital economy to promote and develop a global trade economy.We will
build a digital economy alliance with unlimited data circulation, open value and
sharing, and industrial collaborative innovation.Using blockchain, big data, Internet
of things, AI and other cutting-edge technology, realize the global industry data,
asset security chain, promote industrial data integration, through massive data
connection realize value, build global value community, so as to let the main body
to

create

greater

value,

communication

build

open

sharing,

innovation

collaboration, continuous circulation of digital economy ecological alliance.
3）System advantage
• Improve the efficiency of cross-border payment: In traditional wire transfer
payment, the importer's wire transfer is ultimately completed by the bank, and the
inter-bank payment is completed by the central transaction party. In this type of
transaction with intermediate participants, two complex business processes must
be processed: First, all participating banks must reconcile the transaction
information and synchronize all transaction information to the intermediate
settlement party. Second, the central transaction party must offset the borrowings
of different accounts before executing the final payment. If the CyMon Pay
payment clearing system is used for cross-border payments, since all participating
nodes in the network jointly maintain verification information and ensure the
consistency

of

information,

there

is

no

need

for

complex

information

synchronization and reconciliation in blockchain payments, which greatly improves
cross-border payments. Efficiency of payment.
• Save banking resources: In the blockchain cross-border payment system,
different banks can be realized based on the alliance chain, so that when exchange
payments between different currencies are made, it can get rid of the participation
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of intermediary related banks and directly make real-time payments; In the
blockchain-based payment platform, each bank only needs one reserve account.
The reserve capital that was originally stored in the intermediate transaction party
is saved, and the resources that can be allocated to its own banking business are
increased.
• Reduce cross-border payment risks: In cross-border payments based on
blockchain technology, all nodes involved in payment and settlement, including
importers and exporters, are connected through blockchain technology to jointly
maintain payment transaction information , Participate in consistency verification
together. Therefore, through blockchain payment, all parties involved in the
transaction jointly maintain transaction records and participate in the verification of
transaction information, which greatly reduces the payment risk in international
trade.
• High transaction speed: There are a large number of manual reconciliation
operations in traditional cross-border payment models. Banks process transactions
in batches at the end of the day. Usually, a transaction takes at least 24 hours to
complete, while cross-border payments using blockchain can provide 7x24
uninterrupted service, and reduced manual processing links in the process, greatly
shortening the settlement time.
• Reduce transaction costs: In traditional cross-border payment models, there
are costs such as payment processing, receiving, financial operations, and
reconciliation. Through the application of blockchain technology, the role of
intermediaries in the transaction process is weakened, capital liquidity is improved,
and real-time Confirmation and monitoring can effectively reduce the direct and
indirect costs in each link of the transaction. For financial institutions, it can improve
the cost structure and increase profitability, and for end users, it can reduce various
transaction costs, making small cross-border payment services that were originally
too costly a reality, and thus more inclusive value.
• Brand-new transaction ideas: In traditional business models, financial
institutions have limited control over customer identity-related certification
materials and documents. In the process of verifying the authenticity of the identity,
they are faced with problems such as time-consuming and high cost. Use
blockchain technology to build trust, store electronic files of customer identities,
realize the security management of identity information, meet the core
requirements of anti-money laundering supervision, and propose new solutions for
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the KYC process and the field of anti-money laundering regulatory compliance.
For example, in the e-commerce platform, merchants with characteristics or
brands can use CyMon Pay to realize the clearing and settlement of commodity
capital flows, which can reduce the manufacturer's dependence on centralized
platforms, reduce sales expenses and increase profits.

2.4 Cross-chain payment system
In addition to the change of the traditional payment mode, CyMon Pay will also
realize the construction of the cross-chain payment system through the application
of

the

lightning

payment

network

and

the

integration

of

cross-chain

communication.
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1）Trading Channel with the Lightning Network
CyMon Pay uses multiple signature technology to build transaction channels
for fast transactions comparable to the Lightning Network.At the core of CyMon
Pay payment technology is to achieve high-speed trading through multiple
signature technology, with its security above zero confirmation, and its simplicity
and landing ability are better than the lightning network.
Core process of realizing cross-chain lightning payment:
• Collect the respective public keys of A and B to generate two CyMon Pay
multi-signature addresses: Assume that A is the holder of the 1Bit address and B is
the holder of the 1Dog address. The public key can generate two 2-of-2
multi-signature synthesis addresses after exchanging the position of the public key,
namely the 3CSm address and the 3Njd address. The public key is information that
can be disclosed, and it can be actively disclosed. You can also quickly generate
synthetic addresses online.
• A constructs the transaction TX1 sent to the contract address, and sends back
the transaction TX2 from the synthetic address lock time to B: A uses the private key
of the 1Bit address to sign and constructs a transaction sent to the 3CSm synthetic
address, as long as it is enough to get it The transaction ID and location n data is
sufficient, and it does not need to be broadcasted first. Then A or B, preferably A,
construct a transaction TX2 that sends all the coins from the 3CSm address back to
the 1Bit address. Pay attention to modify the nLocktime lock time to a reasonable
time, for example, after one year of lock.
nLocktime, also known as LockTime or lock_time, is usually set to 0, indicating
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that the transaction can be sent to the Bitcoin network at any time. If the value of
nLocktime is between 100 million and 500 million, it means that a block with a
block height greater than or equal to nLocktime can be written to the blockchain. If
the value of nLocktime exceeds 500 million, it means starting from January 1, 1970,
plus a time point after nLocktime seconds, that is, the Unix timestamp. For example,
January 1, 2017 is 1483200000, if it is earlier than that time Point, the transaction
will not be sent to the Bitcoin network. Also note that the sequence field cannot be
the maximum value of INT32 (0xffffffff), otherwise nLocktime will be ignored.
The transaction sent by A to B transaction TX2, after obtaining the signature,
broadcast TX1 to form a lightning payment channel
Send the above transaction TX2 to B, ask B to confirm that there is no problem,
and then sign with the private key and send it back. After receiving the signature
from B, A uses his private key to sign again to see if it succeeds. If successful, the
previous transaction TX1 can be sent out to form a lightning-like payment channel.
The TX2 transaction in your hand is saved, and you may need to broadcast it to
retrieve it after the lock time has passed.
In fact, on the basis of certain trust in B, A can directly use the coin wallet
software to send coins to the 3CSm address without manually constructing the
transaction TX1 without broadcasting. Then let B use the information of the
transaction TX1 to construct a signed transaction with a locked 1Bit address and
send it back to A, so that A can keep it properly. It can also form a lightning-like
payment channel. The technical requirements for A will be very low, but B must
have enough credit. The previous scheme does not require B to have any credit at
all.
2）Lightning payment
Fast and zero handling fee use of transactions in the lightning payment channel,
and two-way channel realization
After establishing the class lightning payment channel, when A needs to pay B
coins, it is a pair of two transaction TX3. sent from 3CSm address to 1Dog address
and 1Bit address Sign it with its private key and send it to B.When B got the signed
transaction TX3, it was equivalent to confirm the currency.And this speed is just
generating transactions and transfer strings can do seconds, even instant payment
under some tools.
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2.5 Why choose the BSC bottom layer

BINANCE SMART CHAIN, is a main chain in the bipublic chain mechanism of
the world's largest digital currency exchange. BSC can be regarded as a blockchain
parallel to currency an chain. At present, it mainly serves currency an DeFi ecology,
and also makes the bipublic chain model of currency an tend to become complete.
BSC has some innovations in the consensus algorithm. The PoSA (Proof of
Stake Authority) consensus algorithm, combining the functions of entrusted
Certificate of Equity (DPoS) and Proof of Authority Evidence (PoA) mechanism, is
built on a network of 21 validation nodes, and the second-level block time can
establish high-speed infrastructure for the DeFi protocol.
The word smart (smart) in BSC is reflected in smart contract-related functions:
BSC supports smart contract writing, compatible with existing Ethereum Virtual
Machine) and all applications and tools under its ecosystem, developers can easily
migrate and deploy the Ethereum DApp, save development energy.Finally, as a
parallel chain that can interact with BC, BSC native supports cross-chain
communication and transactions.
In general, BSC's technical advantages are more obvious, reflected in the
following aspects:
1）Smart contract
BSC has the writing capability of smart contracts.Funcfunctional DApp are
fundamental elements of the ecology constituting DeFi, while smart contracts
represent the underlying rules and running logic of DApp.At the same time,
programmability also greatly increases the expansion of BSC and realizes the
diversification of DApp functions.Therefore, intelligent contracts is the cornerstone
of the establishment of currency An DeFi ecological "building".
2）Compatible with EVM
BSC is compatible with the existing Ethereum virtual machine EVM (Ethereum
Virtual Machine) and all applications and tools under its ecosystem, greatly
lowering the threshold for developer DApp development.Developers can easily
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realize the migration and deployment of Ethereum DApp, saving development
energy.The point of being EVM compatible is to be most compatible with the most
popular Ethereum ecosystem, attracting developers and overflow money on
Ethereum.
3）Cross-chain function
The significance of cross-chain lies in enriching the currencies of DeFi ecology
and increasing mobility.So far, Binan's "Pass Canal" has completed the cross-chain
interchange of assets such as ERC20 (E T H, L I N K, U S D T, D A I, etc.), and XRP, BCH,
LTC, ADA, DOT, XTZ, BSC, ONT on Ethereum, BTC,.This means that these assets can
migrate to the Binan smart chain, to become the liquidity of DEFI operation.
For the above reasons, we chose BSC as the base chain of CMPY distribution,
which will create more conceivable space for the underlying construction of CyMon
Pay and compatibility with the cross-chain ecosystem.
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Chapter III The Technical System of
CyMon Pay
CyMon Pay's technical architecture system is based on the bottom of the BSC
public chain. The panoramic structure consists of basic network layer, intermediate
protocol

layer

and

application

service

layer.

Through

the

efficient

multi-chain-cross-chain system, end-to-end data transparency is realized, while
effectively reducing costs and risks, and realizing the global circulation of data
value.

3.1Distributed ledger structure

Ledger structure is an important manifestation of the data storage of
blockchain. As the blockchain application scene becomes more and more complex,
the design of ledger structure becomes more and more critical.
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The distributed ledger structure of CyMon Pay mainly considers the following
factors:
• Scalability: With the support of BSC, the hierarchical structure of the CyMon
Pay distributed ledger improves the scalability and pluggability of the
architecture, which is convenient for developers to develop in units of
modules and provide more data support for applications ability.
• Stability and ease of use: Convenient and efficient account book operations
lower the threshold to a certain extent; many key operation functions are
built in the account book level, and many business models are integrated to
provide convenience for users in multiple industries.
• Security and compatibility: Digital assets and their operations are the most
typical application of blockchain ledger. Through multi-asset compatibility, it
supports a variety of mainstream digital assets on the market, while ensuring
the atomicity of account asset operations and enhancing the ledger The
actual application and control function of the device.
1）Extensive and compatible account structure
• Account address: the unique identifier of a blockchain account. When
querying the information of an account or wanting to transfer money to an
account, you need to use the account address to locate the account; account
balance: the number of native tokens in the account;
• Smart contract code: If the field is not empty, the account is a smart contract
account, which is used to store the corresponding smart contract code;
transaction sequence number: To avoid out-of-order transactions under the
account, each time a transaction is processed, the account’s transaction The
serial number is incremented to record the current maximum serial number.
Each account has its own transaction serial number, and the accounts do not
affect each other;
• Asset list: The asset list user records the asset code, issuer, and balance of
various digital assets under the account. On the premise of meeting the
requirements of system security and reliability, the scalability and
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convenience of asset issuance and circulation are realized to the greatest
extent.
• Metadata: The metadata field provides a private data storage with a
Key-Value structure for each account, user-defined data processing for
extended business, and at the same time, the design of metadata provides
data access for smart contract code execution status;
• Weight and threshold: In account operations, permission control is a very
important requirement, because different entities often have different roles
and permissions in the display business. CyMon Pay, with the support of BSC,
proposes a multi-weight operation threshold control method, which can set
different operation weights for different member accounts, and set certain
thresholds without operation.
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A block includes two parts: a block header and a block body. The block header
mainly contains the following data fields: Block number: the serial number of the
block in the entire ledger, and the serial number increases in the order in which the
block is generated;
• The hash value of the block: the hash value obtained by hashing the
serialized text of the block; the hash value of the previous block: the hash value of
the previous block of the block;
• Hash of the account tree: The root hash of the account tree constructed with
MPT, can any bit-level data changes of each node on the MPT be fed back to the
root hash. If the account tree is found during block comparison If it is inconsistent,
you can start from the root node to compare the sub-nodes layer by layer to
quickly find inconsistent accounts;
• Hashing of consensus information: Before the block is generated, the
verification node set needs to package the transaction to generate a proposal, and
then reach a consensus on the proposal and reach an agreement. The consensus
information hash is the value obtained by hashing the consensus proposal ; The
hash of the verification node machine: the value obtained by hashing the addresses
of all verification nodes participating in the consensus;
• Cost hash: the cost configuration of the current block, including the gas price
and the minimum reserved cost, etc., is the value obtained after hashing;
• Block version: the version number of the block structure, used to achieve
downward compatibility; number of transactions: the total number of transactions
contained in the block. The block body mainly contains transaction information
and signatures.
All kinds of key information are quoted into each field of the block through the
hash index, so that any part of the data changes in the entire ledger can be
reflected and expressed in the field value of the block, which improves the
convenience of information verification and comparison. At the same time, once
there is an inconsistency, the problem can be quickly located according to the index
of the zone field, and the problem solving efficiency can be improved.
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Ledger data storage was performed using the MPT (Merkle Patricia Tree) tree, a
product of advantages fusion of Trie and Merkle trees that effectively reduces the
depth of the ledger tree, increases the balance, improves tree security and
verifiable.The ledger data structure based on MPT tree makes CyMon Pay achieve
efficient and low consumption in data comparison query, insertion modification
and other operations.
2）Safe and stable co-branded account control
In the account design, considering the multi-weight operation threshold
control attribute, it means that different operation weights can be set for different
member

accounts,

and

the

threshold

is

not

set

without

operation

execution.Through the above way, we can realize the goal of jointly controlling the
accounts by multi-party users, and conducting precise operation according to the
operation threshold, so as to meet the needs of diversified cooperation, refined
operation mode and rich business model.
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As shown in the figure, if user A\B\C wants to operate on the joint account, he
first needs to calculate the sum of the user's weight, and then compare the weight
and the operation threshold. If it is not less than the operation threshold, he has the
operation authority. Otherwise, the operation is rejected.
CyMon Pay has built a multi-asset atomic operation scalable ledger structure
through systematic design, module collaboration and rich operation types,
providing powerful data support for multiple types of business operations, meeting
the needs of users in complex application scenarios, and at the same time As far as
possible, give consideration to the needs of users for high performance and low
consumption.
With the development and improvement of technology, blockchain application
scenarios are no longer limited to payment transfers, information tracing, and other
fields. Various new application scenarios continue to emerge, and there are more
and more large-scale data such as videos, pictures, and medical information. The
land needs to be stored in the blockchain. The storage and management
requirements of large-scale distributed data have made the time and space
consumption of blockchain data processing more and more prominent. CyMon Pay
fully considers the above challenges in its data storage design, and proposes Trailer,
a differentiated distributed storage system for massive data.
Through the differentiated classification of data, the data is divided into
on-chain data and off-chain data according to the characteristics of the data.
On-chain data refers to data stored in blockchain nodes in real time, such as basic
chain data such as accounts, transactions, and block headers. However, off-chain
data needs to be anchored on-chain, that is, the hash value of the data is stored as
on-chain data. Secondly, according to the different characteristics of on-chain data
and off-chain data, different storage engines are selected, and interface
encapsulation and cost calculation are carried out to meet the needs of large-scale
data differentiated storage, while having high user-friendliness.

3.2 Differentiated storage of massive data

1）Definition of data differentiation
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On-chain data refers to the data stored in the blockchain node in real time. The
blockchain node has the ability to fully copy the data on the chain. It is the
smallest unit of data collection that can form a proof of block validity. Typical
data is as follows:
• Basic data of the chain: such as direct data such as accounts, transactions,
block headers, data to prove the validity of blocks such as account trees,
transaction trees, and block generation certificates, as well as necessary
index data for user data query, etc.;
• Smart contract and contract operation data: The Turing complete script of
the smart contract and its dependent data need to be stored on the chain to
ensure its executable and decentralized characteristics, and provide smart
contract access capabilities at any time;
• Asset data: This type of data storage requires a small amount, but has
extremely high security requirements. On-chain storage can provide a secure
computing environment while providing sufficient redundant storage;
• Short static data: data with a small amount of data, such as transaction notes.
Off-chain data refers to data that does not need to be stored in blockchain
nodes in real time. It is usually a collection of data with low frequency of use
and relatively large storage volume, such as historical video data required for
existence proof. Off-chain data usually needs to be anchored on-chain, that is,
data hash value, data index, etc. are stored as on-chain data. Typical data are
as follows:
• Large amount of data: This type of data is characterized by large storage
space, such as video, picture, log, geographic location and other data;
• Block historical data: The frequency of use is low, users do not need to query
in real time, and off-chain data can be used as a backup method;
• Data with high confidentiality requirements: such as personal identification
information, medical data, etc., the data is stored off-chain in desensitization,
and the original data proof is only provided in the verification request or
authorization request.
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2）Data classification screening
The storage adapter module is responsible for screening and screening data on
the chain and data off the chain, and perform storage operations respectively.
Generally speaking, the participating nodes in the blockchain network will
choose to use on-chain storage, and the choice of off-chain storage is closely
related to the way users apply. According to the openness of data storage,
off-chain storage can be divided into two types: private storage and shared
storage.
Off-chain private storage refers to a storage system built and operated by users,
which has the characteristics of early investment and high operation and
maintenance costs; off-chain shared storage refers to a shared storage
system that does not require users to invest in their own construction and is
obtained by means of payment. The main functions of the storage adapter
module are as follows:
• Interface encapsulation: encapsulate complex internal storage functions into
a small number of simple and easy-to-use user service interfaces;
• Data classification: classify data on and off-chain. If you need to store
off-chain data, you need to further choose off-chain shared storage or
off-chain private storage. Before storing off-chain data, the data to be stored
needs to be hashed, and then the hash value is used as on-chain data for
storage operations;
• Cost calculation: Support the comprehensive calculation of the cost of data
storage on the chain (such as Gas value) and the cost of shared storage, and
provide it to users as a cost reference.
3）Data storage on the chain
In response to data storage requirements on the chain, CyMon Pay built a
dedicated distributed storage engine database ChainDB based on BSC based
on TiDB technology. TiDB is an open source distributed HATP (Hybrid
Transactional and Analytical Processing) database inspired by the Google
Spanner / F1 paper. ChainDB has the following capabilities:
• Horizontal elastic expansion: through simple configuration, new nodes can
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be added and storage nodes can be dynamically added without stopping
terminal services to improve the overall data storage capacity;
• High availability: The data storage engine can automatically recover from
failures while ensuring that most copies are not lost;
• Distributed tasks: The optimized Percolator model is used to support
distributed tasks. At the same time, optimistic locking technology is used.
Write conflicts are not detected during task execution. Only conflict
detection is performed during the submission process. The two conflicting
parties complete the submission earlier. One party will be the first to write
successfully, and the other party will try to re-execute the entire task, with
efficient task processing capabilities.
4）Under-chain data storage
Combined with existing distributed storage technologies such as IPFS, it can
effectively meet the demand for off-chain storage. Different from the
relatively traditional data storage solutions for data on the chain, storage
systems such as IPFS are technologies for permanent and decentralized
storage and sharing of files, and are content-addressable, versioned, and
point-to-point hypermedia distributed storage protocols based on this type
of storage system. The technology-built off-chain data storage engine has
the following capabilities:
• Reduce storage space: Identify files by generating a unique hash value,
instead of the traditional method of identifying files by file location,
effectively reducing storage space;
• Improve storage diversity: support more business data types and the storage
of large amounts of data (videos, photos, logs, geographic locations);
• Reduce hardware costs: support horizontal expansion and reduce hardware
requirements for storage nodes;
•

Formation of multiple deployments: While providing shared service
capabilities, this technology can also be used for privatized deployment.

3.3

infrastructure
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The overall architecture of CyMon Pay is divided into three layers: core layer,
service layer, and application layer.The schema diagram is as follows:

1) Core layer
The block chain part composed of block chain nodes and message network
realizes the broadcasting of transaction data, and the transactions are packed into
the block chain by miners. Among them, the CyMon Pay payment channel
technology is used to open the payment channel in advance to realize fast
transactions. Provide data storage for IM services.
2) Service layer
This layer uses the MVC architecture for business scenarios to separate the
client and B-side merchant business: for the wallet client, it provides the
corresponding API interface; for the B-side merchant application, it provides an
integrated SDK to facilitate third-party docking calls. For the IM part, this layer
provides corresponding processing logic to carry the interaction between the read
and write of the application layer IM and the core layer data cluster.
3) Application layer
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This layer provides end users with application services based on distributed
ledgers, such as wallets and transactions of currency digital assets, and third-party
application docking SDK write transactions, etc.

3.4 Application architecture design
The application architecture of CyMon Pay includes 5 levels:
• User terminal: This layer focuses on the mobile terminal, which supports
iOS/Android systems and accesses the customer service system.
• User-side API: This layer uses TCP and HTTP protocols according to different
business types to provide iOS/Android development SDK for the mobile terminal.
The H5 page provides a WebSocket interface.
• Access layer: This layer mainly protects a large number of user connections,
attack protection, and rectifies the large number of connections into a small
number of TCP connections to communicate with the logic layer.
• Logic layer: This layer is responsible for the core logic implementation of the
IM system, such as group chat, single chat, circle of friends, etc.
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• Storage layer: This layer is responsible for caching or storing IM system
related data, including user status, message data, file data, etc.
The specific content is shown in the figure below:

3.5 Technical advantages of CyMon Pay

CyMon Pay has always revolves around delivering real, real-time and
sustainable data value to users, in order to solve the pain points of digital economy
development and expand the ecological boundary of trusted and shared digital
economy alliance.
The asymmetric encryption algorithm used by blockchain is a natural user
authentication system that builds decentralized digital identity systems, and
CyMon

Pay-ID

is

the

only,

permanent

identity

identity

in

the

system

namespace.CyMon Pay-Key, users can easily manage their digital assets, such as
general license, data, credit, and access control, such as licensing third parties to
access their digital assets and gain income.Due to the tamper-proof characteristics
of blockchain, a credit system is also naturally formed.
1) Information access
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Users can maintain their digital assets at any time, and set corresponding
modes for different types of digital assets, which are divided into private, open,
charging, etc., as well as pricing for digital assets in the charging mode.
2) Information access control
The third party applies for access to the user's digital assets through the access
control protocol, and the user can choose to authorize, reject, etc. Information
access audit: View your own access control records, transaction records, etc.
3) Improve transaction speed
By optimizing key links such as signature algorithm, ledger structure, data
operation, serialization, consensus mechanism, and message diffusion, CyMon Pay
will achieve rapid transaction verification in seconds. Meet the user experience of
most blockchain application scenarios.
3) Increase data storage
The blockchain double-entry accounting model has been continuously used in
the system and accumulated a large amount of data, which has caused the
operation speed to drop. CyMon Pay will implement a separate storage and table
storage mechanism to achieve massive data storage.
4) High throughput
The essence of blockchain is a distributed and shared accounting technology,
and its distributed characteristics are mainly reflected in distributed consistency
rather than distributed concurrent processing. In order to ensure data consistency
and prevent the Byzantine Generals problem, certain specific links can only be
executed serially, but not in parallel. Through long-term testing and optimization
practices, the processing performance of CyMon Pay will further greatly increase
transaction throughput.
5) Fast synchronization of node data
CyMon Pay will develop a mirroring mechanism, which can periodically mirror
the local ledger to implement a convenient rollback mechanism. Under a unified
consensus, mirror tags can be designated for rollback; at the same time, the cycle of
adding new nodes to the operation is shortened, and only synchronization is
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required. The latest mirror image and a small collection of recent transactions can
be integrated into the network and participate in consensus verification.
6) Authority control
Provide two types of permission control strategies for data information writing
and reading. Data information write permissions, multiple users are set up under
the same account, and corresponding permissions are set for different operations
to meet the use scenarios of multi-party signature control. The data information
read permission, the user can grant and revoke the operation permission of a single
user or user group, and the user group can be flexibly configured by the user. The
data includes user account information, transaction information, etc. The
granularity can be refined to each attribute field of the transaction or account.
6) High scalability
The blockchain structure of CyMon Pay can meet the needs of different
business fields and improve the scalability and maintenance efficiency of the
system. It can be used to mark assets and asset transfers, can also provide
non-tamperable multi-dimensional event records, and can also be used for supply
chain financial traceability to track the flow of funds.
7) High security
Private key access: In order to facilitate users to use CyMon Pay products and
services, in addition to the traditional client-side generation and storage
mechanism, CyMon Pay also provides network hosting access and private key
hardware access (U-key) two solutions. Web hosting access, that is, the user name
and password are mapped into a private key through a specific algorithm and
stored on the server. The private key stored on the server is encrypted data, and the
private key can only be decrypted on the user side; the hardware private key is to
meet the needs of the financial industry and the Internet of Things industry.
Multiple privacy protection scheme: Provide multiple privacy protection
functions. First of all, the bottom layer of CyMon Pay provides homomorphic
encryption. All user data is encrypted and stored, and only the user can see it.
Secondly, CyMon Pay Adaptors provides encryption middleware services, users can
choose according to business needs. Finally, the upper-level application can
encrypt the data when it is entered, and the CyMon Pay platform is responsible for
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writing and reading the encrypted data generated by the user.
8) Operation and maintenance
Full-platform deployment-all codes of CyMon Pay can be compiled and run
across platforms, platform-related codes are packaged into a basic library, and
business logic is independent of the CyMon Pay platform. In addition to the way of
PC and server compilation, it also supports cross-compilation methods, such as
ARM and MIPS platforms, which are convenient for deployment in mobile portable
systems and provide preliminary support for the Internet of CyMon Pay. At the
same time, CyMon Pay has reached a strategic cooperation with a world-renowned
cloud platform, which can realize rapid deployment on the cloud platform.
Visualized operation and maintenance-to provide visual tools required for
operation and maintenance management. System monitoring services deployed on
CyMon Pay nodes: support business (blocks, transactions, contracts, consensus,
etc.), network (networking, delay, throughput, etc.), system level (CPU, memory,
disk, etc.) data information Monitoring; At the same time, it provides a complete
log, alarm and notification mechanism to facilitate the maintenance of commercial
systems.
Low-cost access method-abstract API interfaces suitable for multiple business
scenarios, such as assets, traceability, deposit certificates, etc., for direct use by
businesses related to these scenarios. In new business scenarios, CyMon Pay can
quickly customize interfaces for users based on the existing framework to meet the
functional requirements of payment services. At the same time, it provides
packaged SDK software development kits that support multiple mainstream
development languages (JAVA, C++, node-js, PHP).
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Chapter IV Design of CMPY Certified
Economic Model
4.1 Issuance of the CMPY Pass Certificate

Name: CyMon Pay
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abbreviation: CMPY
Chinese name: Ximen coin
Circulation: 100 trillion [No additional issuance.After 6 decimal places]
Transaction pair: CMPY/USDT
CMPY is based on BNB ecological chain decentralized tightening currency, with
a total of 100 trillion team 5%, 15% of ecological construction, core contributors
25%, investors 20%, 35% added liquidity pancakeswap exchange, initiated by the
community, complete community self-governance, no private equity, 0 pre-sale, fair
and open, safe and transparent.
CMPY tax deduction of 1% per transaction, of which 0.4% is converted into
BNB into the BNB prize pool, 0.4% automatically added liquidity, 0.2% is allocated
to all currency holders in the form of CMPY, the currency is bonus, participation in
the prize pool may get rich returns.

4.2 Value circulation of CMPY

The circulation value of CMPY is reflected in the following aspects:
1) Ecological circulation
Based on the CyMon Pay payment network, many physical applications will be
derived. It can realize the exchange between CMPY and mainstream digital
currencies, and support the circulation and payment in all aspects of the ecology,
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such as receipt and payment, transfer, legal currency transaction, deposit,
withdrawal, currency voting, STO gateway, currency allocation, lending, charity,
games, All circulation transactions such as shopping malls. And settlement with the
legal currency of countries all over the world. In addition to circulation in the
CyMon Pay ecosystem, it will also be circulated in third-party applications
developed based on the BSC public chain technology, and it will exist as the only
value token. This will accelerate the circulation of CMPY, add more circulation value
attributes to the scarce CMPY, and increase the overall value and price.
2) E-commerce consumer payment
Ordinary consumers can use CMPY for e-commerce consumer shopping,
including online shopping and offline physical store shopping. At the same time, it
can also be used as a basic means of cross-border payment. So as to bring more
benefits to yourself. When CMPY connects with the global mainstream e-commerce
platform, consumers can enjoy the broader global shopping convenience of all
categories brought by CMPY.
3) Trade Finance
Establish alliance chains between suppliers, purchasers, banks and other trade
finance participants, and record the qualifications of trade entities, multi-frequency
transaction information, commodity circulation information, etc. through the
blockchain, so that trade parties and banks can share truth in an open, transparent
and safe manner. Trustworthy information. For large enterprises in the supply chain,
banks can use this to enrich the financing risk control model, reduce the workload
of offline manual collection and confirmation of the authenticity of information,
and carry out financing services under the assessment of movable assets. For small
and medium enterprises upstream and downstream of the supply chain that have
financing difficulties, they can obtain credit endorsements based on the subject
qualification certification provided by the blockchain and the multi-frequency
transaction information certification with large enterprises to alleviate financing
difficulties. And CMPY can be used as the main digital currency of trade financing
to realize barrier-free exchange with global mainstream legal currencies, and realize
more convenient trade financing functions.
4) Versatility
CMPY can adapt to diversified business needs and meet data sharing on the
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business chain of cross-enterprise business. This means that CMPY has sufficient
generality and standards for the data recording method, and can represent various
structured and unstructured information, and It can meet the cross-chain
requirements that are required as the business scope expands. And this provides a
value foundation for the versatility of CMPY. Let CMPY circulate more calmly in
various industries and various scenes around the world.

4.3 CMPY Commercial system

CyMon Pay takes the payment wallet as the mobile payment entrance,
establishes a commercial system of CMPY tokens, and further introduces the entity
industry on the basis, and establishes the CMPY digital currency ecosystem of
"blockchain + financial + entity + consumption".
CyMon Pay will continue to optimize the processing ability of big data, new
design of data cache layer, query service, open the main national π gateway, on
the basis of strong blockchain core technology, vigorously expand the actual
application, combined with local strength enterprises to carry out technology,
application and commercial cooperation, establish in Asia as the center, radiation of
the global trading system, exchange system, payment system as one of the
financial system.
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CMPY closely connects "blockchain + financial + entity + consumption" in new
ways,

forming

an

unprecedented

application

ecology

of

the

digital

world."Blockchain + finance + entity + consumption" forms a vertical integrated
closed-loop ecological chain, blockchain, finance and entity + consumption each
form an open ecosystem expanded horizontally, and the ecological chain and
ecosystem crisscross each other and form a matrix structure, jointly forming a
complete value cycle closed loop of CMPY.

4.4 The CMPY barrier-free financial ecology

In the CyMon Pay application ecosystem, we take CMPY tokens as the center,
give full play to the advantages of value transmission protocol in the payment field,
and realize the implementation of a global, faster, low-cost payment, settlement
and exchange financial system.This system supports various types of currencies and
will make Internet payments as simple and convenient as Email.
Based on this financial system, CMPY will be introduced into the three real
industries, build a bridge of "real world-blockchain world-real world", and establish
a global value-added ecology of CMPY circulation.In the CMPY value-added
circulation ecology, the identity information of participants can be managed
through smart contracts to provide better financial, transaction payment,
settlement and settlement services for organizations and individuals within the
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system.

CMPY tokens will focus on finance as the core, based on barrier-free payment,
transnational transaction settlement, full currency (including digital currencies and
French currencies) exchange, and drive application breakthroughs in other
industries from financial innovation.With the popularization of CMPY token
application and the improvement of social awareness, it will gradually penetrate
into various social fields, such as blockchain online finance, enterprise option
allocation, supply chain finance, DeFi, etc., to realize unlimited value-added
potential.

Chapter V The Global Team
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Montague — — A well-known digital technology expert in South Korea, a
master's degree of computer from Harvard University, and a famous blockchain
software

development

engineer.

He

is

responsible

for

cross-platform

transplantation of mining algorithms and virtual currencies such as bitcoin and ETH
and mining machine software development and management.Rich experience in
virtual digital currency wallet and virtual digital exchange technology architecture.
Lyndon——Blockchain engineers have rich experience in big data parallel
computing and distributed algorithm optimization, and have had in-depth research
in blockchain, cryptography, and data mining.
Nicolaw——It has a deep understanding in the chip design optimization of
digital currency mining machine based on blockchain and trading algorithm
hardware.At present, I is responsible for the complex algorithm formulation of
CMPY, while testing and computing the platform rules.
Kerwin — — Master, PhD, in Electronic Engineering and Computer Science,
University of Ottawa, Canada.Its research involves data mining, artificial intelligence
and algorithm optimization.Responsible for the construction and optimization of
the project AI algorithm.
Lambert——Postdoctoral, UCLA Department of Electronic Engineering, Visiting
Scholar, Harvard University Center for Visual Studies, Senior Member of IEEE.In the
field of intelligent interaction, he has more than 100 professional works and over 80
core patents. He is also the drafters of multiple international standards.Dr. Cedric
provides overall advisory services for the project to provide strategic support for
CMPY applications.
Silvester — — From September 2011, he has taught in the Department of
Electrical and Computer Engineering (University of Denver) at the University of
Denver as an assistant professor (lifetime track).Members of the IEEE Transactions
on Computational Social Systems Editorial Board, members of the editorial board
and columns and serve as chairman of the IEEESMC Society Blockchain Committee,
participate in organizing multiple smart contracts, AI-related international
conferences, journal issues and academic activities.

Chapter VI The Korea CMPY Ecological
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Development Foundation
6.1 Foundation profile

As the advocacy entity of the CyMon Pay Project, the Korean CMPY Ecological
Development Foundation (hereinafter referred to as the "Foundation") is
committed to advocating and promoting the development and governance
transparency of the CyMon Pay Project, and promoting the safe and harmonious
development of the open source ecological community.
The foundation team entrust a third party organization with public credibility
to assist the team to set up the operation center entity, and to maintain the daily
operation and reporting affairs on behalf of the entity structure.Through the
Foundation, the appropriate community participation members are selected to join
the Foundation functional committee to participate in actual management and
decision-making.
The organizational structure of the foundation puts forward the combination
of professional committees and functional departments to respond to the daily
work and special matters.This section details the responsibilities of the
Foundation's functional committees and major functional departments.The
establishment of the foundation, referring to the operation of traditional entities,
will establish various functional committees, including strategic decision-making
committees,

technical

review

committees,

compensation

and

nomination

committees, and public relations committees.
The Foundation's organizational structure includes:
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6.2 Foundation governance principles

The design objectives of the foundation's governance structure mainly consider
the sustainability of project development, the effectiveness of strategy formulation,
the effectiveness of management, risk control and the efficient operation of the
project.The Foundation proposes the following principles in its governance
structure:
1) Convergence of centralized governance and distributed architecture
Although there have been arguments advocating that the blockchain is an
autonomous community system with "decentralization" or "distribution" as the
core, we believe that complete decentralization may bring absolute "fairness" or
more. "Inefficient". Therefore, the foundation will still absorb certain core ideas of
centralized governance in the management structure, including the highest
decision-making authority of the strategic decision-making committee and the
centralized discussion power of major issues, so as to improve the efficiency of the
operation of the entire community.
2) Coexistence of functional committees and functional units
Under daily affairs, the foundation will set up permanent functional units, such
as research and development department, market development department,
operation department, finance and human resources department, etc., to handle
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current affairs.
At the same time, a professional functional committee is set up to make
decisions on important functions of the foundation. Unlike functional units,
functional committees exist in a virtual structure. The members of the committee
can come from all over the world and do not need to work full-time. However, they
must meet the requirements of the committee's expert qualifications and be able to
promise to attend and express opinions when the committee needs to conduct
discussions. The functional committee will also set up a regular meeting system to
ensure the effective advancement of major decision-making matters.
3) Risk-oriented governance principles
In the process of researching and determining the strategic development and
decision-making of foundations and projects, risk management will be set as the
first important element. As a computer technology with great revolutionary
significance, the development of blockchain is still in its infancy, so it is particularly
important to grasp its development trend. The principle of risk management is to
first ensure that when the foundation makes important decisions, it fully considers
the risk factors, risk items, and the possibility and impact of their occurrence, and
formulates corresponding response strategies through decision-making. This
ensures that the development and iteration of the CyMon Pay project is on the
right path.
4) Coexistence of technology and business
The CyMon Pay project adheres to the principle of close integration of
technology and business to promote the implementation of blockchain technology
in the global payment market.
The establishment of the foundation also follows this principle. Even if the
foundation exists in the form of a non-profit organization, the foundation hopes to
gain recognition from the business world as much as possible, to win the benefits
of commercial applications, and to feed back to the foundation and the community
to further promote the foundation and the CyMon Pay project Development and
upgrade.
5) Transparency and supervision
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With reference to the governance experience of the traditional business world,
the foundation also plans to set up special monitoring and reporting channels. The
designated personnel in the strategic decision-making committee serve as
windows, and community participants are welcome to participate in management,
participate in the supervision of operations, and be able to report "discovered
matters" quickly and confidentially. These matters include but are not limited to:
new breakthroughs or suggestions that have a significant impact on the foundation
or blockchain technology, community operation issues, crisis information,
reporting of fraud or fraud, etc.
The foundation will publish a unified information collection window, while
ensuring the privacy protection of the reporter's information. At the same time, the
foundation also discloses and reports on the operation of the foundation and the
progress of the project to all parties involved in the community through regular
reports and irregular news releases.

6.3 Risk assessment and decision-making

As an innovative technology, blockchain is not only a disruptive breakthrough
in the core computer technology, but also an innovation in various industry
fields.Therefore, the importance of the risk management system is self-evident.
The foundation supports building a risk-oriented and sustainable blockchain
community.The Foundation will conduct ongoing risk management of the
Foundation for its operations.Including a series of activities such as risk system
establishment, risk assessment, and risk response.For major risks, the Foundation's
Strategic Decision Committee needs to discuss and decide.
The Foundation will make decisions according to the priority based on the
characteristics of events, such as the extent of impact, the amount of tokens and
the probability of occurrence, and organize the relevant committees of the
Foundation to make decisions as soon as possible for events with high priority.
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Chapter VII Disclaimer

The document is only for the purpose of conveying information, and the
content of the document is for reference only, and does not constitute any
investment advice, instigation or invitation to sell stocks or securities in CyMon Pay
and its related institutions. Such invitations must be made in the form of
confidential memorandums and must comply with relevant securities laws and
other laws.
The content of this document shall not be interpreted as forcing participation
in the public issuance of tokens. Any behavior related to this white paper shall not
be regarded as participating in the public issuance of tokens, including requesting a
copy of this white paper or sharing this white paper with others.
Participating in the public issuance of Token means that the participants have
reached the age standard and have complete civil capacity, and the contract signed
with CyMon Pay is true and effective. All participants signed the contract voluntarily
and had a clear and necessary understanding of CyMon Pay before signing the
contract.
The CyMon Pay team will continue to make reasonable attempts to ensure that
the information in this white paper is true and accurate. During the development
process, the platform may be updated, including but not limited to platform
mechanisms, tokens and their mechanisms, and token distribution. Part of the
content of the document may be adjusted accordingly in the new version of the
white paper as the project progresses. The team will publish the updated content to
the public by publishing announcements or the new version of the white paper on
the website. Participants must obtain the latest version of the white paper in time,
and adjust their decisions in a timely manner based on the updated content.
CyMon Pay expressly stated that it will not be liable for any losses caused by
participants due to (a) relying on the content of this document, (b) inaccuracies in
the information in this article, and any actions caused by GiD this article.
The team will spare no effort to achieve the goals mentioned in the document.
However, due to the existence of force majeure, the team cannot fully commit to
fulfillment.
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CMPY is an important tool for platform efficiency, not an investment product.
Owning CMPY does not mean granting its owner ownership, control, and
decision-making power over the platform. As an encrypted token used in the
CyMon Pay ecosystem, CMPY does not belong to any of the following categories of
currencies: (a) securities; (b) equity of legal entities; (c) stocks, bonds, notes,
warrants, certificates Or other instruments that grant any rights.
The value-added of CMPY depends on the market rules and the needs of the
application after landing. It may not have any value. The team does not make a
commitment to its value-added, and is not responsible for the consequences of its
value increase or decrease.
To the fullest extent permitted by applicable laws, the team is responsible for
damages and risks arising from participating in the public issuance of Token,
including but not limited to direct or indirect personal damage, loss of commercial
profits, loss of commercial information or any other economic losses. Not liable.
CyMon

Pay

complies

with

any

regulatory

regulations

and

industry

self-discipline declarations that are conducive to the healthy development of the
industry. Participants' participation means that they will fully accept and comply
with such inspections. At the same time, all information disclosed by participants to
complete such inspections must be complete and accurate.
The CyMon Pay team clearly communicated possible risks to participants. Once
participants participate in the public offering of CMPY, it means that they have
confirmed their understanding and acknowledgement of the terms and conditions
in the detailed rules, accepting the potential risks of the platform, and bear the
consequences.
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